# Anti-Counterfeit Labels

Today, piracy has grown into a multi billion global business; therefore no industry is immune when counterfeiters trade fake goods. We offer anti-counterfeit label solutions for virtually every application using various tamper evident materials, that helps manufacturers & distributors to reduce, if not eliminate piracy or counterfeiting and recover lost revenue.

## Automotive Spare Part Labels
Our specially custom designed automotive parts labels are suited for all surface applications with high security anti-counterfeit features that can be identified & understood by every type of end user.

## Electronic Product Labels
From product authentication to warranty, our anti-counterfeit labels are used by world’s top technology manufacturers.

## Document Attestation Labels
These non-removable & tamper evident labels can be custom designed with special anti-counterfeit features reserved for Government use for maximum security.

## Ink Cartridges Boxes Labels
In addition to various security features hidden in the label.

## Pharmaceutical Products Labels
With pharmaceutical products ranked 2nd on the largest fake trade, top manufacturers around the world choose to protect the lives of people for a fraction of cost. Various anti-counterfeit cases of printer consumables, our labels can be custom designed with features that can be verified by end users using their smartphones or PC.

## Government Visa Labels
Our turnkey Government Visa label solutions from design, data security, to logistics security are among the best in the world.

## Cosmetics, Perfumes & Luxury Goods Labels
Our custom designed security labels & warranty cards meet the design & aesthetic requirements of today’s major brands hence achieving security from counterfeiting and visual appeal.

## Hardware Tools Consumables Labels
With increasing cases of counterfeiting in the DIY industry, our cost effective anti-counterfeit meet the low cost requirement and protect the brands.

---

**Other Applications:**
- VIP Invitation Cards
- Health Care Products
- Personal Care Products
- Tax Labels
- Electrical Appliances
- Apparel and Accessories
- Media (DVD, CD’s, etc)
- Cigarettes
- Liquor Wine and other Alcoholic Products
- Electrical Chords

---
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Security Features

**Automotive Spare Parts Labels**

- **Scratch-Off Foil**
  - Alphanumeric or test data can be hidden under a scratch-off foil for marketing or verification purposes. This foil can easily be scratched off using a coin or fingernail.

- **Inksure**
  - The next generation of barcode reader technology, provides forensic-level evidence even if the product is damaged or destroyed. It can be integrated into threads, metal coatings, non-edible liquids and glass.

- **Security Serial Numbering**
  - Alpha numeric serial numbering using various styles and pattern.

- **Hot Stamped Hologram**
  - Highly secure silver/gold hologram with visible and hidden features. Few microns of foil depth are bonded into the paper to prevent removal or transferring.

- **SMS Verification**
  - It validates and entered telephone number. After the form is sent, an SMS message will be sent out to the specified telephone number, which includes a verification code.

- **Water Sensitive Ink**
  - The image or text shows up clearly when drop of water is apply and fades when dry.

- **Guilloche Design**
  - An intricate design printed on bank notes, currency or certificates, etc., to protect against forged copies.

- **Optically Variable Colour Changing Ink**
  - Highly secure and widely use on major bank notes & travel visas, easily identifiable visually by tilting and see the ink changing its colour tone. It has various dual colour options available.

**Pharmaceutical Labels**

- **Security Serial Numbering**
  - Alpha numeric serial numbering using various styles and pattern.

- **Hot Stamped Hologram**
  - Highly secure silver/gold hologram with visible and hidden features. Few microns of foil depth are bonded into the paper to prevent removal or transferring.

- **Invisible UV Ink**
  - The text will only be visible when viewed under the UV light.

- **Microtext**
  - Highly secure hidden security feature, a minute font size that can only be seen under a magnifying glass.

- **Breakable PVC**
  - A tamper-evident material that will be pulverized upon tearing, putting it back together and/or transferring it is impossible.

**Ink Cartridges Boxes Labels**

- **Scratch-Off Foil**
  - A tamper-evident material that leave a VOID message on the surface when peeled off.

- **Invisible Fluorescent Ink**
  - The text will change from black to red colour when it is viewed under the UV light.

- **Heat Sensitive Ink**
  - Test colour will changed from magenta to white when rubbed by finger. Commonly used on bank cheques.

- **Invisible UV Ink**
  - The text will only be visible when viewed under the UV light.

- **Guilloche Design**
  - An intricate design printed on bank notes, currency or certificates, etc., to protect against forged copies.

- **Optically Variable Colour Changing Ink**
  - Highly secure and widely use on major bank notes & travel visas, easily identifiable visually by tilting and see the ink changing its colour tone. It has various dual colour options available.

- **Microtext**
  - Highly secure hidden security feature, a minute font size that can only be seen under a magnifying glass.

- **Breakable PVC**
  - A tamper-evident material that will be pulverized upon tearing, putting it back together and/or transferring it is impossible.

**Warranty Labels**

- **Security Serial Numbering**
  - Alpha numeric serial numbering using various styles and pattern.

- **Hot Stamped Hologram**
  - Highly secure silver/gold hologram with visible and hidden features. Few microns of foil depth are bonded into the paper to prevent removal or transferring.

- **Invisible UV Ink**
  - The text will only be visible when viewed under the UV light.

- **Microtext**
  - Highly secure hidden security feature, a minute font size that can only be seen under a magnifying glass.

- **Breakable PVC**
  - A tamper-evident material that will be pulverized upon tearing, putting it back together and/or transferring it is impossible.